
DreamCast project worklog - IntoDream

The DreamCast is a very good console system, however they aren’t as reliable to use in the longer term as cartridge based
consoles. After a while, the DreamCast may stop playing many discs, for example. Given the consoles are several years old
now, although you can pick one up quite cheaply, there are no guarantees how good an individual system it. Out of the three
DreamCast’s I had, the one used in this project was the only good one.

The DreamCast, unmodded:



Opened:

The AC - DC converter board is on the left side - big, heavy and bulky. Not needed in a portable console.



This is the drive unit - thick, and also needs its own board.

Lift it off after undoing all the screws.



Here you can see the drive board. Later revisions of the DreamCast didn’t use a separate drive board (revision 2) however
the board was 4 layer not 2 layer so hard to trim the board down at all.



The boards, naked in their glory:

Left to right: AC > DC power board to convert mains power to 3.3v, 12v and 5v. Drive unit and board. (top) controller
board connecting the motherboard to the controller. (bottom) motherboard.

Pinout to connect the DreamCast to audio and video (the larger of the two plugs on the bottom of the motherboard above):

Composite:

pin 2 = right audio
pin 3 = left audio
pin 13 = composite

RGB:

pin 2 = right audio
pin 3 = left audio
pin 10 = C-Sync
pin 14 = red
pin 15 = green
pin 16 = blue
you also MUST connect pin 7 to grounding for RGB mode

S_Video:

pin 2 = right audio
pin 3 = left audio
pin 11 = chroma
pin 12 = luma



Or you can wire:



The two processors on the motherboard get very hot so have to have heatsinks on them, and a fan to remove the hot air.

Add thermal paste to both the rectangle chips



Add heatsinks and secure them to the board.

Then make an enclosure to mount a fan on, and to seal three of the four sides so the airflow can move over the chips and
out. For the seal, used some Blu-Tac (use any plastercene or similar), for the board, used cardboard.



To be able to move the drive board to a different position on the motherboard, and also to reduce the overall height cut off
the two plugs and relocated the connections with wires.



Could have wired to the drive board using the pins, however “spreaded the load” by wiring to the connections they went to.

Tested: works:



The VMU - to be different, I wanted to have the VMU showing through the case. The games you can play on a VMU are a
waste of time, however it is needed as it is the memory card for the DreamCast. It shows natty screens of the game while
you play, eg the intro, so I wanted its screen to show through. This meant the board had to be cut up and rewired to fit in the
case ok.









Works ok!



Relocated th capacitors to make the drive board sit flatter on the motherboard:

For the controller, used a MadCatz controller, as it uses a similar way to make a joystick and d-pad work as normal
controllers do - the official controllers use magnets - which isn’t good inside a portable.



Here - nice and easy connections and workings:



Used a 2 litre tupperware box (see one of my other guides on my site for making them into quality cases)

Using a PSone console backing case, proceeded to cut out the CD section from the DreamCast and mod it into a PSone case







And proceeded to trim off parts of the case and the drive unit so the two paired and fitted ok together.

The tupperware box (with the top removed and flat perspex hot glued in place) - getting the PSone modified case in place.



The case top (also tupperware, perspex 2mm flat top hot glued in place), with holes prepared:

Backing done.



Shoulder buttons cut.

Edges filled and sanded:



Spray painted.

There - doesn’t look like a crappy tupperware box now does it!?

The buttons were different height, so used another controller’s and its pad, cut the circles down and used glue to stick them
over the others. The glue is PloyWeld which welds plastic not gluing it - far stronger.





Made the d-pad assembly (see another of my guides) and started to fill case.

Worked out the pins the VMU and rumble pack connect to on the controller



And cut off two parts of the controller, to them rewire them - this is because the board was too large.



Mounted VMU (this was in backwards - amended later)

Fitted a small LED into the back of the joystick (from an N64 SuperPad) section, so it illuminates red when the rumble
activates.



Wired teh rumble pack board under the controller board, reduced the small board from the DC to the controller, and hoised
in the console, on top of the PSone screen, which has a perspex 2mm thick layer on top to protect the screen from any
shorts, and provide a shelf for the DreamCast boards to sit onto. The perspex sheet was screwed into place so it didn’t
move, into the screwposts.



Extended the ribbon cable from the drive unit to its board.



Done! You see also in the pic, used 5 fans to keep the system cool, draw heat in and suck it out; a 7805 on a large heatsink
for the 5v line and a TI card for 3.3v. The system runs great just off 7.4v Li-ions. 3 packs used, total of 6 amps.

This was an earlier pic of the batteries, some of which were opened up to relocate them in the case.



Finished system:






